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ETERNAL CONQUEST LLC OPENS UP GEO-PARTNERSHIPS & SIGNS 1ST GEO-PARTNER
Enabling direct benefits for communities
Reading, PA, November 13, 2017– Less than a week after being featured on the front page of the Money Section of the October 20, 2017
edition of the Reading Eagle Newspaper, Eternal Conquest LLC opens up geo-partnerships for tourism boards and supporting businesses.
Designed to maximize the positive impact and benefits of Eternal Conquest – The Great War on communities and municipalties while
demonstrating solid commitments, fostering demand by gaming customers, and moving to meet the 100K matching funds requirement as
specified by the interested venture funding partner, Eternal Conquest LLC continues to move full speed ahead into the next phase of the
venture in accordance with our venture plan.
“This is about helping the community while raising the critical funding needed to trigger the investment by our venture partner.
Once this happens, the speed at which Eternal Conquest – The Great War will be brought to market will accelerate, which will
further enhance the benefits and impact of this revolutionary venture on communities and geo-partners” says Jim Aloye, the
company’s founder.
Dr. Melanie Carr of Inner Healer Chiropractic in Bally, Pennsylvania, one of the first companies to become an Eternal Conquest Geo-Partner,
says – “Once I heard about the revolutionary game Eternal Conquest – The Great War being built by a local company in our area, and had the
opportunity to better understand it and see how it can be used as a tool to benefit the community, I felt that establishing a Geo-Partnership
with Eternal Conquest LLC was something I had to do. There is something truly ground breaking, unique, and different about their game, and
so many ways it can be used by communties and municipalities as a tool for engagement and tourism, I wanted to help my community and
put it here in Bally, PA. I am excited to help design some of the exclusive content that will only be accessible by folks playing the game in Bally,
PA. I think this concept is truly unique and has so much potential for use in communities across the nation.”

The covered region, meaning the geographic region where coverage
went “hot” can be seen in the image to the left.
The geographic
coordinates of
coverage are listed in
the table to the right.

Section
NW
NE
SW
SE

Latitude
40.401538
40.401538
40.395893
40.395893

Longitude
-75.596000
-75.588100
-75.596000
-75.588100

Playing Eternal
Conquest inside of this
geographic boundary, as illustrated in the geo-map on the left by
the yellow line, enables the player to experience geo-location
specifc content that is exclusive to and can only be accessed while
playing the game in the specified geographic area.

Eternal Conquest – The Great War, just went EXCLUSIVE in Bally, PA
courtesy of Inner Healer Chiropractic Clinic.
Who is going to bring The Conquest to your city?
Where is The Conquest going next?
The subsequent pages that have been included for convenience, detail the geo-content system in an easy to understand format, and
also explain exactly how the geo-content system can benefit local businesses, universities, tourism boards, and the surrounding community
at large.

